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Lecture 2: Journey mapping and tech matching
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Ways of design

- A start-from-the-user method
- Alternative: tech matching, a start-from-tech method

(which do you prefer when?)
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What goes into the journey map?

- People (focus on the “protagonist”)
- ONE service experience
- Touchpoints - when they interact with tech (tech can be AI, or other tech)
- “Pain points” - particularly strong negative emotion, abandonment
- “Victory points”

Where do you start? 



You try it

5 minutes: Create a journey map by talking to your neighbor about posting a 
picture on Instagram

Then

5 minutes: compare maps

Then

10 minutes: what is missing?



Journey map: Create a journey map for posting a picture 
on Instagram
1. (5 minutes) Make your own personal journey map -- alone
2. (3 minutes) Label on your map: 

a. Where did AI come in?
b. Where should it have?
c. Where should it not have 

3. (5 minutes) Discuss with 3-4 neighbors
a. What do you see as common themes?
b. How did your labels differ from others?

4. (5-8 minutes) Share with the class: 
a. common themes
b. Major points of difference
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Tech matching

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/220383218_Design_through_matchmaking_technology_in_searc
h_of_users

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/220383218_Design_through_matchmaking_technology_in_search_of_users
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/220383218_Design_through_matchmaking_technology_in_search_of_users


Tech matching



Matchmaking with LLMs

https://makersuite.google.com/  (Sign up today for later)

For today:

Try https://replicate.com/replicate/llama-2-70b-chat 

https://makersuite.google.com/
https://replicate.com/replicate/llama-2-70b-chat


Some tech capabilities - try it yourself

Generate text based on user input

● “Brief overview of Emory”)

Write code for functions

● Factorial
● longest common subsequence

Customize / Translate

● English -> <another language> 
● customize for different demographics, e.g. kids)



Some tech capabilities - try it yourself

Generate text based on user input

● Generate a brief overview of Emory suitable for freshman students

Write code for functions

● Factorial
● longest common subsequence

Customize / Translate

● English -> <another language> 
● customize for different demographics, e.g. kids)

Let’s explore these abilities of LLMs and see how we can tie them to your journey map



Analysis: for posting an image to Instagram (Part 1)

1. (4 minutes) Alone: How might you use the capabilities you have explored?
a. When would they work well?
b. When would they fail?

2. (5 minutes) Discuss: Solutions
a. What do you see as common themes among solutions?

3. (5-8 minutes) Share with the class: 
a. common themes
b. Unsolved challenges
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Analysis: for posting an image to Instagram (Part 2)

1. (4 minutes) Discuss: The common themes where AI does or should come in:
a. how might it fail?
b. What concerns do you have?

2. (4 minutes) Alone: How might you fix one of these concerns
a. Can you create a purely technical solution?
b. Can you create a solution part-technical, part people?

3. (5 minutes) Discuss: Solutions
a. What do you see as common themes among solutions?

4. (5-8 minutes) Share with the class: 
a. common themes
b. Unsolved challenges
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What is design anyway?


